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The spirit of May 4th Enlightenment and the thoughts of Individual 
Emancipation were born from scientific logos and the tradition of value sense which 
came out as the development of western capitalist modernity.Traditionally, China was 
pressed for the condition to make the capitalism come out. Naturally, there was no 
solid basis for followed scientific spirit and Humanistic Consciousness adhere to. 
Therefore, that trend of thought of idea revolution and anti-tradition, which sprung up 
at the late Ming dynasty, was short of modern science and free spirit that was just 
introduced at the early twentieth century, so it was false proposition. In literature, both 
Literates at the late Ming dynasty and early Qing dynasty and Lin Yutang in May 4th 
supported for nature and spirit but their creative advocates were different, which 
radically caused by different thought resources. Lin Yutang spared no effort to 
combine those two foreign thought resources together and made them in conformity 
with each other, attempting to make Chinese and western fusion and combine ancient 
with modern, jointing the Chinese literature and western literature together and 
reconstructed Chinese culture continuum. 
The dissertation has been divided into four parts. The introduction part briefly 
introduces history and current status of the research about Lin Yutang, on the basis of 
which will show the writer’s research direction and comprehensively resurvey the 
aesthetic thesis of nature and spirit and humor. Consequently, the author introduces 
the vision of modernity, and on the basis of philosophy, aesthetics, demotics and 
cultural theories to analyze the origin and long existing misunderstanding of main 
aesthetic opinions to sing high of Lin Yutang for his contribution to Chinese and 
western culture and the combination of ancient and modern as well as carry on 
Chinese culture continuum. 
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